Rules for hosting the Remember Maryam Mirzakhani Exhibition

The Remember Maryam Mirzakhani Exhibition has been shown for the first time at the World Meeting for Women in Mathematics in Rio on 31 July 2018 as well as during the International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM2018) which immediately followed. The exhibition was created by the International Mathematical Union’s Committee for Women in Mathematics (CWM) with Curator Thais Jordao and Designer RafaelMeireles Barroso. It consists of 18 A0 posters.

Any institution, group of institutions, or venue interested in hosting the Remember Maryam Mirzakhani Memorial Exhibition must obtain the agreement of CWM. A letter describing the context of the exhibition, the location and the dates must be provided. There must be a designated person in charge whose name must be forwarded to and agreed by CWM. This person is responsible for making sure that all the conditions below are fulfilled.

I. CWM remains the owner of the exhibition and IMU holds its copyright. CWM is the sole body able to give permission to show it. Several copies of the exhibition can be shown simultaneously.
II. CWM’s agreement is free of charge. However a donation to CWM to support its activities for women in mathematics in developing countries would be welcome.
III. All expenses incurred in connection with preparing and hosting the exhibition, including printing costs, are the responsibility of the host institution.
IV. The digital release of any of the shared digital material involved is prohibited, except to the graphics shop or printer used to print the posters.
V. It is prohibited to change any content, to omit information, or to change the colours of any poster.
VI. The poster size (A0) must be respected.
VII. In order to assure the quality of the exhibition, the minimum paper quality used for printing must be Matte photo paper or its equivalent.
VIII. No poster from the exhibition may be omitted and the order of the posters must be respected.
IX. Exceptional requests to not respect those rules should be thoroughly justified and may be approved upon analysis.